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spiritual, and political, with that claimed for the Senusiyeh
in North Africa. While the influence of the dervishes in
Turkey is grounded on the people's belief in their holiness^
yet the appeal is largely through superstition. That the
Shaziltyeh furnish an exception to this statement has just
been indicated.
The principles underlying the rite of initiation in the va-
rious orders are the same, though details may differ. The
seeker (ta'lib) must show a character beyond reproach for
honesty, chastity, and piety. In Jerusalem, I am assured^
insistence is placed on this requirement. With the Mow-
lawiyeh and Baghdashfyeh the novitiate is said to last one
thousand and one days. In some orders the length of the
period of probation appears to depend on the aptness of
the seeker to profit by the instruction (seluk7) he receives
from the sheikh to whom he applies and whose disciple
(mu'rid) he becomes. As a result of the instruction the
seeker becomes practised in the exercise of repeating the
name of God (Ya Allah!) and the divine titles a certain
number of times. This practice is Analogous to the private
zikr, to be described later. Each title, as The Living, The
Powerful, The Able, repeated separately, is supposed to
produce a unique and peculiar effect on the one uttering it.
The forms vary with the different orders. When the in-
structing sheikh sees signs in the pupil that his "rarefied
spirit is prevailing over his dense flesh,"1 he is ready to
admit him to the order as a simple dervish. The instruction
must be given secretly, but at the ceremony of initiation lay-
men or non-dervishes may be present.2 The services (which
are usually held on a Thursday evening, that is, on the eve
of the sacred day) include the reading in concert of pas-
sages from the Koran and the chanting of the creed with
other verses.3 When the sheikh administers the oath, he
1A phrase obtained from an initiating sheikh.
2 A Jerusalem layman described to me an initiation of the Qadirfyeh
at which he was present.
8 The description here given applies to the Qadirtyeh and allied
orders. Compare with the accounts of Baldensperger (op. cit.), pp. 24
and 31.

